The Unfailing Love Of Jesus: When Things Get Tough And You Feel Alone, Discover How He Reaches Out In Answer To Your Need
The Unfailing Love Of Jesus - R.T. Kendall 2012-10-30 Does Jesus care if we are afraid? Ill? Grieving? Sometimes it's hard to believe he does when life's challenges overwhelm us. But Kendall shows you that God is much closer than you think! Identifying 10 circumstances that can blind us to God's presence, he reveals hidden ways in which God meets your deepest needs.

Unfailing Love - Kevin Pedraza 2016-03-24 In a life that is so uncertain, one thing is for sure; we were all made with a purpose. A purpose to love, laugh, and help one another. But when we fail one another, Jesus's unfailing love never will. Unfailing Love was written to remind you of how much Jesus loves you.

The Difficult Doctrine of the Love of God - D. A. Carson 2010-01-01

Unfailing Love - Karol Ladd 2012-08-01 Few women are better at communicating contagious enthusiasm for the truths of Scripture than bestselling author Karol Ladd. Exploring 1 John with her readers, Karol puts her finger on the longing for faithful and fulfilling love that's deep inside every woman's heart. Step by step, Karol helps her readers understand what happens when they embrace the truth of God's love.
They can experience His joy, strength, and comfort in daily life. They are transformed, because His love changes the way they see themselves. They begin to think differently about their circumstances and the people in their life. They can express His love to others through their words and actions, shining His light in dark places. As readers see the apostle John’s picture of how God is Light, Love, and Life, they will experience how He gives meaning to their existence, victory over their discouragements, and hope to the world.

The Unfailing Love of God-Nikki Sadiq 2021-03
The Unfailing Love of God is a story about finding God and being transformed by his love. The Author Nikki Otitochukwu Sadiq, transparently shares her testimony while using her gifts of communication and teaching to walk each reader through the journey of being made new in Christ, walking in purpose and becoming all God created his children to be. "The Unfailing Love of God" serves as an invitation to experiencing the love of Jesus intimately and finding wholeness through the Word of God.

Abide-Katie Kibbe 2019-08-20
Many women think an intimate relationship with Jesus is reserved for the spiritual elite, someone with a lot of time on her hands, or a certain theological pedigree. This could not be further from the truth. You already have what you need, right now, to experience the love, joy, and peace God has in store for you. All you need to do is make some small changes in your every day schedule. God did not create you to live a spiritually mediocre life. He created you to be a vessel for His love, a conduit of His mercy, and a light for the world. Rediscover Jesus through the eyes of the women He encountered in His daily ministry and rest His unfailing love for you. Abide is a 10-week guidebook inviting you to encounter Christ and learn to abide in His love in ways you never before thought possible. Each week you will explore wisdom from Scripture, respond to thought-provoking questions, be inspired by female saints, and find practical ideas about how to incorporate your faith into your everyday life. Written in an easy to read style, Abide encourages you to rest and rediscover the unfailing love of God.
**Our Covenant God**-Kay Arthur 2009-05-27 SOMEONE LOVES YOU. UNCONDITIONALLY. UNSHAKABLE, UNFAILINGLY. That Someone is God Himself. But how can that be possible? Why would God love you so? Because He has fashioned an unbreakable covenant between Himself and you. And He always keeps His promises. “Everything God does,” says Kay Arthur, “is based on His covenant.” And when you understand how thoroughly the dynamic concept of covenant permeates everything God says in His Word, and everything He does in our lives, you’ll come to experience one of the most stabilizing, most freeing truths you’ll ever know. In a culture in which unfaithfulness is rampant, God’s “fierce, ferocious loyalty” toward us is difficult to imagine. And yet, through her characteristically warm and wise exploration of the Scripture, Kay Arthur will lead you into discovering the stunning truth of God’s covenant—and help you experience its revolutionary truth in your life. The Bible reveals the covenant bond to be the highest personal relationship possible. In ancient times, covenants were solemn, binding agreements supremely honored above all others. Making a covenant represented an unqualified, total commitment of one person to another—unconditionally, totally, eternally. As you follow the thread of God’s covenant woven throughout the Bible, you’ll discover the awesome privilege of getting to know the Lord as your Covenant God.

**A Love Worth Giving**-Max Lucado 2009-09-01 God loves each of us. Personally. Powerfully. Passionately. And it’s a love worth giving. But before we can pass love on, we must receive it ourselves. Building on the principles found in 1 Corinthians 13, known as the love passage, best-selling author Max Lucado helps us dive into the depth and perfection of God’s love, exploring the ways that it can be reflected in our daily lives through patience, kindness, forgiveness, and more. For those of us feeling low on these attributes, A Love Worth Giving opens the door to the transfusion we need in order to spread a love that really is worth giving.
end of the age spectrum. Each day comprises a Bible reading with the Bible text in full, a relevant devotional thought and a prayer. Written to encourage older folk to make Jesus, His love for them and His great faithfulness their focus, readers are left in no doubt that whatever their age they are loved and valued by God. God’s Unfailing Love looks at various Bible characters who were still being used by God into their old age. It also addresses times when readers may feel worried, weary, week, old and troubled and gives helpful pointers on how to pray into specific situations.

The Other Three Sixteens - Malinda Fugate 2020-05-12

"For God so loved the world . . . "

Many of us could finish that sentence in our sleep. John 3:16 is a beautiful Scripture that neatly and simply sums up the message of the Gospel. But what do all the other 3:16s in the Bible have to tell us?

The words of the Bible weave a tapestry of love, particularly the love that our Heavenly Father has for His children. But a love so deep and so wide cannot be contained in one memorized phrase. It takes multiple authors of sixty-six individual books to begin to explore the mystery of God's care for us.

The Other Three Sixteens by Malinda Fugate examines each third chapter and sixteenth verse in the Bible and invites a fresh, new perspective to help readers uncover surprises or remind them of forgotten truths of a faith that has become routine.

Through Genesis to Revelation, we can soak in its depth, wonder at its intricacies, and be moved at how much the Lord truly does lavish upon us. Together, we discover God's love under the weight of Eve's sin in the garden. It's there in front of Moses, burning in a bush that is somehow not consumed. God's love sits in the dark with Job, rebuilds a wall with Nehemiah, and encourages a young pastor named Timothy. Together we will find a deeper understanding of the way our Heavenly Father cares for each of us today.
Discussion questions suitable for individual or group use included.

**Jesus, Our Man in Glory**-A. W. Tozer 2009-06-01 Originally preached as part of a 40-sermon series shortly before his death, Jesus, Our Man in Glory, by A. W. Tozer covers the first half of the book of Hebrews. Tozer told his congregation in Chicago before preaching this series that he would show the eternal glories of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, in every message, and after reading this book and its follow up volume, Jesus, Author of Our Faith, you will likely feel that A. W. Tozer accomplished what he said he would. These first twelve messages show how Christ is glorified and exemplified in all things and now sits at the right hand of His Father. Each chapter is about glory and role of Jesus in the book of Hebrews, as we see in this listing of the chapters: Jesus, Our Man in Glory Jesus, God's Final Revelation Jesus, Heir of All Things Jesus, God's Express Image Jesus, Lord of the Angels Jesus, Standard of Righteousness Jesus, the Eternal Word Jesus, Keeper of God's Promises Jesus, Like Unto Melchizedek Jesus, One Face of One God Jesus, Mediator of the New Will Jesus, Fulfillment of the Shadow

**Hosea - Bible Study Book**-Jennifer Rothschild 2015-05 A 7-session Bible study to discover the God who cherishes you.


**Unchanging love; or, The final perseverance of all believers in Christ Jesus**-William Chichester O'Neill (1st baron.) 1860
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shares another deeply spiritual devotional to help readers grow in grace, hear from God, and walk with Jesus Today™. Her first book, the acclaimed bestseller, Jesus Calling, was born after years of writing in her prayer journal and feeling led to write down what she believed God was telling her. Gradually, her prayer journal turned from a monologue to a dialogue. Knowing that her writings were not inspired as Scripture is, this process still helped her grow closer in her walk with God. In Jesus Today™, readers will be renewed with a deeper sense of hope as Sarah shares this about her spiritual journey in writing the book: "When I began writing Jesus Today, I was deeply discouraged by the failure of many months of intensive medical treatment to improve my health. However, the longer I worked on the book-focusing on finding hope in Jesus-the more hopeful and encouraged I became."

**The Life Recovery Bible for Teens**- 2013-07 The twelve steps used in the twelve steps devotional reading plan in this Bible have been adapted from the twelve steps of Alcoholics Anonymous.

**God's Unfailing Love**-Jim Kape 2014-12-21 Do you know Love? Love is one of those things that perplexes mankind. More songs, books and poetry are written about it than any other topic. So how can we, made in God's image, with the mind of Christ, have so much confusion about love? In 1 John 4:8, the Bible says, "Whoever does not love does not know God, because God is love." That is very plain, God is Love. In order to really and truly love, we must know God.

**Hosea**-Jennifer Rothschild 2015-05 Leader Kit includes Member Book along with a 2 DVDs which include 7 group sessions, message to leaders, and promotional video.

**The Unfailing Love of God**-R. B. Thieme 2009
Hope Prevails - Dr. Michelle Bengtson 2016-08-16

Neuropsychologist Offers Hope to Those Struggling with Depression

As a board-certified neuropsychologist, Dr. Michelle Bengtson sees the devastation of depression. Early on, she practiced the most effective treatments and prescribed them for her clients. But when she experienced depression herself, she found that the treatments she had recommended were lacking. Her experience showed her the missing component in treating depression. In *Hope Prevails*, Dr. Bengtson writes with deep compassion, blending her training and faith, to offer readers a hope grounded in God's love and grace. She helps readers understand what depression is, how it affects them spiritually, and what, by God's grace, it cannot do. The result is an approach that offers the hope of release, not just the management of symptoms. For those who struggle with depression and those who want to help them, *Hope Prevails* offers hope for the future.

Bible Time for Active Kids - Malinda Fugate 2018-05-02

Kids learn best through experience. *Bible Time for Active Kids* is a children's devotional centered on the Word of God and includes activities that help them process biblical concepts. Instead of being distracted by the effort it takes to study quietly, kids will learn naturally through hands-on activities like playing, building, and using their imagination. *Bible Time for Active Kids* introduces stories and concepts while creating memorable experiences that bring children closer to the Lord. Designed for ages 7-12 working independently, younger disciples with guidance, or quick lessons for Sunday School teachers and homeschool parents!

21 Days to Discover Who Are In Jesus - Connie Witter 2009-09-01

Connie Witter, Bible teacher and author, inspires you to discover who you are in Christ-forgiven, healed, accepted, loved, favored, and blessed. By understanding Christ's amazing sacrifice, you will develop confidence to fulfill your destiny.
**Desiring God**- John Piper 1996

Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for those who seek to know God better. It unfolds life-impacting, biblical truths and has been called a "soul-stirring celebration of the pleasures of knowing God."

**A Confident Heart**- Renee Swope 2011-08-01

The radio host and speaker with Proverbs 31 shows women how to develop a confident heart and overcome insecurity and fears.

**6 Below**- 2017-09-26

In this riveting first-person account, former Olympian and professional hockey player Eric LeMarque tells a harrowing tale of survival—of how, with only a lightweight jacket and thin wool hat, he survived eight days stranded in the frozen wilderness after a snowboarding trip gone horribly wrong. Known by his National Guard rescuers as “the Miracle Man,” Eric recounts his rise to success and fame as a hockey player and Olympian, his long and painful fall due to crystal meth addiction, and his unbelievable ordeal in the wilderness.

In the end, a man whose life had been based on athleticism would lose both his legs to frostbite and had to learn to walk—and snowboard—again with prosthetics. He realized that he couldn’t come to terms with his drug addiction or learn to walk again by himself. He had to depend on God for his strength. Now an inspirational speaker committed to raising awareness for the dangers of drugs and crystal meth, Eric, in 6 Below, confronts the ultimate test of survival: what it takes to find your way out of darkness, and—after so many lies—to tell the truth and, by the grace and guidance of God, begin to live again.

**Unshakeable Faith**- Kathy Howard 2011

Jesus called this ordinary man for an extraordinary purpose. Simon the fisherman would become Peter the Rock. This outspoken Galilean would lead Christ’s church, stand strong in the face of persecution, and even refuse to waver when faced with death. Unshakable Faith is an eight-session Bible study that explores the life and teachings of the Apostle Peter. Participants will be eye witnesses to Peter’s spiritual growth as God strengthens and
matures his fragile faith. They will discover eight key “faith traits” God developed in Peter as he followed Christ and learned from Him. Participants will walk with Peter as he walked with Jesus. They will learn what Peter learned. Then they’ll be challenged to apply it to their own lives. Study participants will not only gain a solid knowledge of Peter’s life and teaching, they will also build a foundation on which God can grow an unshakable faith that will weather every storm they encounter.

**Love Never Gives Up**-Lisa C. Moreno 2016-01-27 Love Never Gives Up, is a vivid account of a woman's family history of abuse, adultery, addition, and the cycles of hope and hopelessness endured in her life and healing. Lisa Moreno shares her account of growing up with an emotionally volatile father and the abuse experienced as a child, witnessing addiction and her volatile emotions experienced in her close relationships. She gives you compelling insights she has learned on marriage, addiction, love and boundaries with scriptures for daily study. Moreno's relationship with God later proves to be the deliverance through her rocky marriage and her source of strength, giving her increased faith and spiritual endurance. Moreno's testimony is an absorbing account of her powerful transformation through abuse, and the enduring nature of love, which provides hope and healing through life's bleakest circumstances.

**Grove chapel pulpit [sermons].**-Thomas Bradbury 1878

**The Evangelical Hymn-book**- 1865

**Transforming Grace**-Jerry Bridges 2017-09-05 Living Confidently in God’s Unfailing Love Grace is amazing because it is God’s provision for when we fall short of His standards. Unfortunately, too many of us embrace grace for our salvation but then leave it behind in our everyday lives. We base our relationship with God on our performance rather than on His love for us, even when we intuitively know that our performance
cannot earn us the love we so desperately crave. Isn’t it time to stop trying to measure up and begin accepting the transforming power of God’s grace? The product of more than ten years of Bible study, Navigator author Jerry Bridges’s Transforming Grace is a fountainhead of inspiration and renewal that will show you just how inexhaustible and generous God’s grace really is. This edition includes the full study guide, which was formerly available as a separate product (ISBN 9781600063046).

**That Incredible Christian**- A. W. Tozer 1986 The thread that ties this book together is "recognizing God for who He is and giving Him the worship and honor due Him." One of Tozer's most popular books. Includes 41 essays.

**The Fountain of Love**- Alfred William Snape 1855

**The Family treasury of Sunday reading, ed. by A. Cameron (W. Arnot). [Continued as] The Christian monthly and family treasury**- rev Andrew Cameron 1867

**Gospel of God 2v:**- Living Stream Ministry 1997-01-01

**Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts**- Les and Leslie Parrott 2015-10-27 More than a million couples can’t be wrong! And with this updated edition of their award-winning book, Drs. Les and Leslie Parrott help you launch lifelong love like never before. This is more than a book—it’s an experience, especially when you use the his/her workbooks filled with more than 40 fun exercises. Get ready for deeper intimacy with the best friend you’ll ever have. Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts, in more than 15 languages, is the most widely used marriage prep tool in the world. Uncover the misbeliefs of marriage Learn to communicate with instant understanding Discover the secret to
resolving conflict Master the skills of money management Get your sex life off to a great start A compelling video, featuring real-life couples, is available, and with this updated edition Les and Leslie unveil the game-changing SYMBIS Assessment. Now you can discover how to leverage your personalities for a love that last a lifetime. Make your marriage everything it is meant to be. Save your marriage—before (and after) it starts.

**God's Unfailing Word** - The Faith and Order Commission 2019-11-21
This important and timely study offers a theological exploration of the relationship between Christians and Jews. It is mindful of the prejudice and persecution experienced by the Jewish community throughout history, not least from the Christian church, and is intended as antidote to antisemitism.

**The Teaching of Christ** - Edward Gordon Selwyn 1915


**Glorified Un-Expectations** - Kerri Daniels 2018-04-19
Kerri Gene Daniels is an extraordinary woman with an extraordinary story. Expecting to live that fairy tale life, at an early age, Kerri discovered just how difficult life can be. Rather than being devoured and ruled by deep dark depair, Kerri would turn to the only one who could heal and rescue her up out of what became her turbulent life: Jesus Christ. Through the pages of this, her maiden book and Mother's memoir, Kerri illuminates how each human-challenging trial brought her ever closer to the Lord. In fact, as you read Kerri's empowering and God-inspiring true story, you will discover the personal intimacy of God's love in the midst of this life's excruciating uncertainty. Find hope in hopeless situations Grow faith in Jesus Christ; regardless of life's circumstances Learn to love as Christ loves Find true joy in what appears to be unmanageable situations Live a day-by-day, God-abiding Spirit-filled life Identify God's
purpose to gain true meaning for your life
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